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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: Quick Response (QR) codes in conjunction with a context-aware ubiquitous learning (u-learning) system, allows
teachers to create customizable context-aware u-learning materials with-out expert assistance. M-learning is learning across
multiple contexts, through social and content interactions, using personal electronic devices.QR-ULMPS focuses on the mobility
and feasibility of the learner interacting with portable technologies. QR code is capable of handling several dozen to several
hundred times more information thus providing access to large amount of data in finger tips. QR code is capable of handling all
types of data, such as numeric and alphabetic characters, Kanji, Kana, Hiragana, symbols, binary, and control codes. OBJECTIVE: A
QR-based U-Learning Material Production System (QR-ULMPS) provides course designers with an education tool to motivate
college level students. QR-ULMPS is specifically designed to support the development of u-learning materials and create an
engaging context-aware u-learning environment for students. RESULTS: Results of the IMMS (Instructional Materials Motivation
Survey) questionnaire indicated that students assigned to the proposed u-learning system achieved better results than
participants learning via conventional results. CONCLUSION: I conclude that the proposed u-learning system can create a learning
experience that both interests and engages students and provide valid leaning facilitations without the use of internet. QR-ULMPS
will be a useful tool to motivate students’ learning during outdoor teaching activities. Using this tool students will be highly
facilitated to obtain all knowledge required by them in syllabus contents (specifically) through a quick and easy process. The
integration of QR codes can connect users to information quickly and easily, while the low technical barrier of creating u-learning
educational materials along with easy accessibility to code readers allows course designers to build modern learning
environments without hassle.
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INTRODUCTION
In modern societies, the pervasive nature of handheld mobile devices such as tablet computers, personal
digital assistants (PDAs) or smartphones can extend the learning environment far beyond classroom walls [1],
[2,3]. Such rapid development of technology has forced digital learning to adopt a mobile learning (m-learning)
platform. This mobile learning model provided a new delivery mechanism to overcome time and space
limitations of traditional classroom learning [4,5]. Recently, the concept of context-aware ubiquitous learning
(u-learning) was identified as a novel learning environment, an environment through which students can be
taught appropriate content at the right time and in the right place [6,7]. This novel learning environment can
detect contextual information in the real world and adapt accordingly to provide customized learning content
through mobile devices in response to different learning contexts or situations. In present day classrooms,
teachers often introduce conceptual theories such as cultural differences, to students in the following ways:
filmstrips during class time, traditional outdoor teaching methods, or through field trips to help students
understand differences between local and aboriginal cultures].
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However, conventional outdoor teaching approaches may be time-consuming and rather labour intensive
for both teacher and learner. Conventional teaching models may only provide one-way knowledge transmission
in the real world, and is thus less effective as it lacks meaningful interaction with students during the knowledge
transfer phase [4]. In addition, students usually do not learn sufficient information without teacher guidance, and
they are easily distracted during outdoor teaching activities. For these reasons, the application of context-aware
u-learning technologies to support authentic learning activities has become a popular research topic in recent
years [7].
Over the past decade, the continual development of the radio-frequency identification (RFID) technique has
spurred the advancement of context-aware u-learning environments. With the help of the RFID technique, ulearning systems can detect and record students’ learning behaviours in the real world, and enables students to
learn content found in the real world “actual space” rather than in cyberspace [8]. However, many teachers do
not have sufficient programming knowledge and they lack coding skills to develop and execute the RFID
technique [9]. It is not uncommon for educators to face a number of issues when working with RFID systems,
particularly when dealing with the complexities of RFID tag production. This is because RFID tags cannot be
printed using traditional printers, but rather requires either industrial grade or specially designed printers. This
problem complicates the production process and hinders the likelihood of incorporating RFIDs into regular
course content, especially when the RFID technique is used in a mobile context [10,11].
For all the reasons listed above, it is clear that teachers face many barriers when building their own contextaware u-learning environments in which students can interact with and learn from real-world problems. It has
been well documented that most teachers lack the capability to create RFID tags and are usually unable to
properly execute RFID techniques. If teachers want to customize a context-aware u-learning environment, they
require help from experts.
To overcome the aforementioned barriers, this system pro-poses the use of Quick Response (QR) codes in
conjunction with a context-aware u-learning system, which allows teachers to create customizable contextaware u-learning materials without expert assistance. The integration of QR codes can connect users to
information quickly and easily [13], while the low technical barrier of creating u-learning educational materials
along with easy accessibility to code readers allows teachers to build modern learning environments without
hassle. As QR code-decrypting software is practically available on most mobile devices, QR codes have become
increasingly popular and widely used in mobile learning applications [14]. For this implementation, I felt that
the application of QR code technology would be suitable in the context-aware u-learning environment. I
endeavoured to create a QR-based U-Learning Material Production System (QR-ULMPS), which consists of
four sub-systems: syllabus creation, subject allocation and teacher login, U-Learning multimedia material
preparation and QR-code generation and ULMPS. The u-learning system allows students to gain substantial
learning knowledge through observation and practice in outdoor settings. The goal of this tool is not only to
support teachers in building context-aware u-learning environments, but also to support students in enhancing
their learning motivation and interest in authentic educational activities.
Literature review:
In recent years, researchers have investigated various ways of incorporating tiny computer sensors into
context-aware u-learning applications [15,16,17]. Examples of these tiny sensors may include RFIDs,
contactless smart cards, barcode tags or sensor network nodes. Sensors can be used in the u-learning
environment to provide both active and adaptive sup-port to students, promoting curiosity and encouraging
initiative in the classroom. Among tiny computer sensors, QR code technology is a very suitable pairing tool for
u-learning applications for three main reasons. First, QR codes can scan and encode large amounts of data,
including, but not limited to URLs, text, and numerical characters [14]. Second, the low technical barrier of
creating and reading QR codes allows educators to include teaching content in the context of u-learning [13].
Third, most mobile devices are equipped with QR code readers. Therefore, QR code technology can be feasibly
accessed via mobile devices in different context-Q aware u-learning environments. The potential use of QR
code technologies in an educational context has been investigated quite recently. Law and So presented a
comprehensive review on the use of QR codes in education [13]. The researchers introduced a number of
examples that covered a wide variety of educational applications, integrating QR codes and mobile devices into
subjects ranging from life science to math, English listening exercises, and even accessing library catalogs.
Along the same lines, Hwang and colleagues developed a web 2.0-based u-learning system that combined
mobile phones with QR code and web 2.0 technologies. This system allowed students to generate QR codes and
download related learning materials directly onto their mobile devices. The students could also collaboratively
build a data-base of learning materials to share their individual knowledge and personal learning materials with
peers [18,19]. Alternatively, Chen and Choi proposed a learning project that integrated an online mapping
service with a comprehensive content management system [20]. This system allowed for the connection of
physical locations or objects, such as books and digital artifacts and documents, through QR codes. All of these
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studies reveal the vast potential of applying QR code technologies in support of educational applications as an
innovative teaching tool.
The application of QR code technology will support students in accessing online information materials via
mobile devices, but also fulfils all of the con-text-aware u-learning environment needs of teachers using the
system. QR-ULMPS enables teachers to create u-learning materials and related QR codes directly through the
simple user interface, and this proposed system provides personalized learning opportunities which offers
students a more authentic and memorable learning experience.
QR Code Generation:
Package qrcode;
import java.io.ByteArrayOutputStream;
import java.io.File;
import java.io.FileNotFoundException;
import java.io.FileOutputStream;
import java.io.IOException;
import net.glxn.qrgen.QRCode;
import net.glxn.qrgen.image.ImageType;
public class QrcodeGenerator
{
public static QrcodeGenerator instance = new QrcodeGenerator();
//empty constructor
private QrcodeGenerator()
{
}
public static synchronized QrcodeGenerator getInstance()
{
return instance;
}
public String Qrgenerator(String tname)
{
System.out.println("inside QRgenerator");
String outputPath="";
ByteArrayOutputStream out = QRCode.from(tname).to(ImageType.PNG).stream();
//
ByteArrayOutputStream out1 = QRCode.from("Hello World").to(ImageType.GIF).stream();
//
ByteArrayOutputStream out2 = QRCode.from("Hello World").to(ImageType.JPG).stream();
try {
//File file = new File("webapps\\QR_U_learning\\teacher\\"+tname+"\\authoring");
File file = new File("webapps\\QR_U_learning\\Qrcodes\\");
System.out.println(file.mkdirs());
FileOutputStream fout = new FileOutputStream(new File(file.getAbsolutePath()+"\\QR_Code.PNG"));
outputPath = file.getAbsolutePath()+"\\QR_Code.PNG";
fout.write(out.toByteArray());
fout.flush();
fout.close();
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
// Do Logging
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (IOException e) {
// Do Logging
e.printStackTrace();
}
return outputPath;
}
}
3.1 Zip Format:
package qrcode;
import java.io.File;
import java.io.FileInputStream;
import java.io.FileOutputStream;
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import java.util.zip.ZipEntry;
import java.util.zip.ZipOutputStream;
public class CreateZip {
static public void zipFolder(String srcFolder, String destZipFile) {
try
{
ZipOutputStream zip = null;
FileOutputStream fileWriter = null;
fileWriter = new FileOutputStream(destZipFile);
zip = new ZipOutputStream(fileWriter);
addFolderToZip("", srcFolder, zip);
zip.flush();
zip.close();
}
catch (Exception e) {
// TODO: handle exception
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
static private void addFileToZip(String path, String srcFile, ZipOutputStream zip)
throws Exception {
File folder = new File(srcFile);
if (folder.isDirectory()) {
addFolderToZip(path, srcFile, zip);
} else {
byte[] buf = new byte[1024];
int len;
FileInputStream in = new FileInputStream(srcFile);
zip.putNextEntry(new ZipEntry(path + "/" + folder.getName()));
while ((len = in.read(buf)) > 0) {
zip.write(buf, 0, len);
}
}
}
static private void addFolderToZip(String path, String srcFolder, ZipOutputStream zip)
throws Exception {
File folder = new File(srcFolder);
for (String fileName : folder.list()) {
if (path.equals("")) {
addFileToZip(folder.getName(), srcFolder + "/" + fileName, zip);
} else {
addFileToZip(path + "/" + folder.getName(), srcFolder + "/" + fileName, zip);
}
}
}
}
4 System Design And Architecture:
This study describes QR-ULMPS, a proposed system that serves to improve the creation of u-learning
materials, enhance learning during outdoor activities, and further develop context-aware u-learning
environments. The principal goal of the study was to provide an alternative method for teaching concepts related
to cultural heritage in an outdoor environment. As port-ability and mobility are necessary factors for an
authentic out-door learning experience, our QR-ULMPS needed to incorporate touchscreen mobile devices [16].
For this study, we employed smartphones to access information contained in the QR-ULMPS, and equipped
each smartphone with wireless communication abilities to achieve both portability and mobility. These
smartphones were preloaded with software based on the An-droid 2.3 platform. The QR-ULMPS was designed
using Java programming language, which could be executed on Java Machine (JVM) regardless of the existing
mainframe architecture. Of note, the QR-ULMPS could also support cross-platform capabilities, allowing our
system to potentially offer additional applications for enterprise, tourism and entertainment purposes. As shown
in Fig. 1, QR-ULMPS is made up of four modules:
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Syllabus Creation:
In this module, admin login into QR U learning website. Then admin have to upload whole syllabus. The
PDF contents of whole syllabus are parsed to text contents by copy paste operation. A new syllabus is created
for that particular subject. Each and every subject syllabus is created in similar ways. Admin can view the
syllabus.

Tomcat server:

Admin login:

QR Based U-Learning webpage:

Syllabus addition:
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View Syllabus:

Syllabus display:

Selection of a particular subject:

Copy-paste operation – PDF to TEXT conversion:
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TEXT to PDF conversion:

Download content:
Subject Allocation And Teacher Login
In this module teacher should register the details like name, address, and subject specialization. Admin can
view all the teacher details and allocate the syllabus to particular teacher. While login in QR u-learning website
the syllabus allocated by the admin is viewed by the course designer.

Course designer login page:

Course designer registration:
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Course designer login after registration:

Professor details:

Subject allocation for particular professor:
U-learning multimedia material production:
Teacher allocated syllabus are displayed by units. If the teacher select the unit ex (unit 1) that particular unit
syllabus will be displayed. Then teacher will choose the particular content in a unit syllabus. The teacher will
upload the core content and relative content for the selected content in a unit syllabus. Inside the core content
the important words are mapped and tags meanings or images or text or documents.
Professor login:

Admin allocated content displayed in the professor page:
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Qr-Code Generation And Ulmps:
In this module the already created core content is viewed by the teacher. When mapping is finished, the
teacher click the create multimedia material button. The material are compressed in to zip file format and
mapped content are created using a new java server page (jsp) the page is verified by the teacher and then click
the create generate QR code. The QR code is generated after teacher provide the QR code to the student. The
student scan the QR code in electronic device(mobile) the related content are downloaded to student mobile.

A unit is selected by the professor and the contents are displayed seperately by NLP technique.

Materials are added to the specific core content by the professor Selection of a particular word.
Existing System:
The radio-frequency identification (RFID) technique has spurred the advancement of context-aware ulearning environments. With the help of the RFID technique, u-learning systems can detect and record students’
learning behaviors in the real world, and enables students to learn content found in the real world “actual space”
rather than in cyberspace.
Drawbacks Of Existing System:
However, many teachers do not have sufficient programming knowledge and they lack coding skills to
develop and execute the RFID technique. It is not uncommon for educators to face a number of issues when
working with RFID systems, particularly when dealing with the complexities of RFID tag production. This is
because RFID tags cannot be printed using traditional printers. The E-learning material should be manually
prepared by teachers and upload to the e-learning application.
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Mapping of images,video,URL and meanings.

Add the tags and create the multimedia material.

Page verified by professor:
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QR code generated which can be scanned using the student’s mobile:
Architecture:

Fig. 1: The overall system architecture of QR-ULMPS.

Fig. 2: Schematic flow chart of retrieving data by QR-ULMPS.
Proposed System:
QR Code is capable of handling several dozen to several hundred times more information. Quick Response
(QR) codes in conjunction with a context-aware u-learning system, which allows teachers to create customizable
context-aware u-learning materials with-out expert assistance. Teacher prepare the material based on context
aware system, for difficult words with synonyms , using natural language processing technique and word net
tool and also give hyperlink for the material content. We can tag images, videos and audios for content to easily
understand the concepts.
The integration of QR codes can connect users to information quickly and easily, while the low technical
barrier of creating u-learning educational materials along with easy accessibility to code readers allows teachers
to build modern learning environments without hassle. The QR code application we have developed,
automatically recognize the URL contents in the QR and redirect it to the browser in android and trigger the
URL to download the U-learning material. The U-learning material can be viewed in offline mode also.
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Benefits Of Proposed System:
1. Natural Language processing Technique is used to generate synonyms for meaningful words.
2. QR scanner scans the code and retrieves the URL and it will automatically download the materials.
3. U-learning material webpage can be viewed in Offline too.
Contributions To Knowledge:
This tool is highly valuable for students who belong to remote areas of the nation where internet availability
is scarce. QR-ULMPS can serve as a vital tool to help students gain knowledge and familiarity with their
subjects even without the use of internet and only through the contributions of the course designers. QRULMPS can facilitate both school level and college level students to obtain clear knowledge and understanding
of the specific concepts in the syllabus which pose difficulty. This tool enables both the course designers and
students to be benefited as it is a single source where all necessary knowledge can be gained.
Conclusions And Future Work:
This use of a tool called the QR-based U-Learning Material Production System (QR-ULMPS) truly helps
teachers build a context-aware u-learning environment. In this new and technologically enhanced learning
environment, students can interact with real-world problems, and further combine real-world resources with a
wealth of digital world information to find knowledge appropriate to their needs. Therefore, QR-ULMPS was
designed to resolve issues encountered when using conventional outdoor teaching approaches, which are often
very time-consuming and labor intensive. With a high level of technical support built into the QR-ULMPS,
teachers can easily incorporate outdoor teaching activities into their domain knowledge, with demonstrable
benefits in student learning and motivation.
Though QR-ULMPS is highly useful, all course information gathered by a single course designer will
definitely be a long process and may also lead to insufficient data. It is expected that students who have the
option to participate in collaborative learning through active discussions, knowledge sharing and problem
solving are more likely to enjoy the learning process and solidify their knowledge acquisition [18,19]. Thus, in
my follow up study, I propose that a collaborative environment should be made available where students are
encouraged to produce content, share u-learning materials, and learn collaboratively during outdoor activities.
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